


Here is a truly new advance in camera optics and design ... another 

Leica first. The Summicron SOmm f/ 2 is the only high speed lens that 

will give your pictures corner-to-corner sharpness . The Summicron 

is a seven glass element lens incorporating a radical new design prin

ciple and utilizing newly developed high refractive optical glasses 

combined with air lenses of a special shape and effect. This makes 

possible a degree of correction found in no other lens. 

Your black and white pictures will take on a new sparkle with 

overall sharpness from center to edge. You will get truer rendition 

in your color transparencies, particularly at the edges. The Summicron 

lens will establish new standards of excellence in both color and black

and-white photography. See it NOW at your franchised Leica dealets'! 



The Summicron is a new addition to the 
Leica line of lenses ; new type of glass, new 
optical design and of excellent correction, 
especially for color, flatness of field and 
vignetting. 

The Summicron is more compact than 
the Summitar and the diaphragm adjusting 
ring has click stops. All glass-to-air sur
faces are coated. 

A study of the schematic drawing will 
immediately reveal an unusual optical 
design. There are seven elements, only one 
pair of which is cemented. Utilization is 
made of "air lenses" to achieve an exceed
ingly high degree of correction. The basic 
design is a variation of the Gauss-type lens . 
(The Gauss-type is characterized by two 
converging lenses , one at each extremity SUMMICRON 50MM. F/2 

of the system, enclosing two diverging 
meniscus lens components, located adjacent to the diaphragm.) This provides a 
favorable basis for color correction. 

The Summicron has been further corrected to reduce the extra axial spherical 
aberration and loss of contrast at the edges to the absolute minimum, while at 
the same time obtaining a perfect correction of the astigmatic curvature of field, 
and reaching an optimum performance chromatically. Important in achieving this 
high degree of correction is a new optical glass of high refractive index used for 
the two positive elements of the system. 

The front component consists of two separated elements so shaped that a 
diverging "air lens" is formed between them. The adjacent component also 
consists of two separated elements utilizing the characteristics of the "air lens" 
as an additional means of correction. 

The Summicron performs excellently at full aperture producing an exceedingly 
brilliant and even image over the entire field. Optimum image quality, which 
normally cannot be attained until the lens is stopped down considerably, is reached 
in the Sum micron at the relatively large opening of f/4. An extremely high 
degree of contrast and resolution is obtained. 
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Correction of vignetting in a large aperture lens is of great importance. Unless 
special attention is paid to this, the edges of the negativ~ will receive much less 
light than other areas, resulting in a darkening of the edges of the picture, or in 
the case of color photography, a false rendition of color at the edges of the ' trans
parency. The front element of the Summicron is larger in diameter than required 
for a relative aperture of f/2. This design increases the transverse section of the 
bundle of oblique rays, permitting more light to reach the edges, thereby reducing 
vignetting to a minimum. 

Increasing the width of the oblique bundle of rays to eliminate vignetting 
increases the difficulty of correcting other aberrations. The red uction of vignetting 
in the Summicron, coupled with its over-all high correction, can be regarded as 
an outstanding achievement of optical design. The Summicron is a lens of highest 
performance leaving nothing to be desired for either color or black-and-white 

photography. 

The basic design of the Summicron is protected by United Slates patent number 
2,622,478 . . 
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Leica Model If with Summicron 50mm 
f / 2 lens and viewfinder 

Leica Model IIf with Suml1l icron 50mm 

f/2 lens 

Leica Model IIIf with Summicron SOmm 

f/ 2 lens 

Summicron SOmm f/ 2 lens, in collapsil::le 
focusing mount, with click stops 

RETAIL PRICE 
INCLUDING 

FEDERAL EXCISE TAX 

$258.00 

314.00 

393.00 

183.00 

A complete line of accessories for this loos will be available shortly. 
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